Lemon CH. Modulation of taste processing by temperature. Am J Physiol Regul Integr Comp Physiol 313: R305-R321, 2017. First published August 9, 2017; doi:10.1152/ajpregu.00089.2017.-Taste stimuli have a temperature that can stimulate thermosensitive neural machinery in the mouth during gustatory experience. Although taste and oral temperature are sometimes discussed as different oral sensory modalities, there is a body of literature that demonstrates temperature is an important component and modulator of the intensity of gustatory neural and perceptual responses. Available data indicate that the influence of temperature on taste, herein referred to as "thermogustation," can vary across taste qualities, can also vary among stimuli presumed to share a common taste quality, and is conditioned on taste stimulus concentration, with neuronal and psychophysical data revealing larger modulatory effects of temperature on gustatory responding to weakened taste solutions compared with concentrated. What is more, thermogustation is evidenced to involve interplay between mouth and stimulus temperature. Given these and other dependencies, identifying principles by which thermal input affects gustatory information flow in the nervous system may be important for ultimately unravelling the organization of neural circuits for taste and defining their involvement with multisensory processing related to flavor. Yet thermal effects are relatively understudied in gustatory neuroscience. Major gaps in our understanding of the mechanisms and consequences of thermogustation include delineating supporting receptors, the potential involvement of oral thermal and somatosensory trigeminal neurons in thermogustatory interactions, and the broader operational roles of temperature in gustatory processing. This review will discuss these and other issues in the context of the literature relevant to understanding thermogustation.
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flavor; multisensory; somatosensation; taste; temperature GUSTATORY NEUROBIOLOGY is partly concerned with elucidating how information about taste stimuli is represented by neural activity. Two variables commonly considered to parameterize this process are taste stimulus concentration and quality. Taste qualities are human-defined categories that intend to capture similarities and differences among taste stimuli based on descriptive sensory features. Taste qualities reflect familiar taste sensations, such as the "sweet" quality perceived when tasting sugars or the "salty" quality of table salt (sodium chloride). The concept of taste qualities appears to at least partially translate to animal models used in flavor neurobiology research, as rodents performing in orosensory behavioral tasks can discriminate, for example, sweet from umami taste stimuli (33, 64) and bitter tastants from salts (127) when stimulus intensity cues are minimized. Concentration, on the other hand, is a continuous physical property of taste stimuli that reflects the amount of taste chemical solute present in the stimulus medium. The intensity of evoked neural firing and the magnitude of perceptual and behavioral responses to taste stimuli are proportional to stimulus concentration within a broad range (e.g., 31, 53, 83) .
Although important for indexing gustation, taste quality and stimulus concentration are only two of multiple variables that influence sensory processing in neural circuits for taste. Psychological factors, including the attentive state of the animal (42) and anticipations about the tastes of sapid stimuli (129) , can affect firing patterns of cortical gustatory neurons. Gustatory neural activity is also influenced by cross-modal interactions with other flavor senses, such as olfaction (e.g., 37, 43, 114, 121) . For example, recent neurophysiological data show that spike firing rates to taste stimuli can change with olfactory context in a subpopulation of brain stem gustatory neurons (37) . Furthermore, there is a body of literature that describes how neural and perceptual responses to taste stimuli show sensitivity to the somatosensory features of sapid stimuli and the oral environment, with the bulk of this work focused on the modulatory effect of temperature.
It is intuitive that temperature plays an important role in our daily experience and enjoyment of food flavor. We associate and expect particular temperatures with certain flavors and tastes, with variation in serving temperature changing the oral sensory attributes of particular ingesta (e.g., coffee; 130) and also their appeal (19) . Taste stimuli always possess a temperature that may stimulate thermosensory machinery on oral skin to induce thermal sensations that accompany taste. Furthermore, oral thermal signals are evidenced to influence gustatory information processing. Neurophysiological and psychophysical data show that stimulus and oral mucosa temperature can, under particular conditions, modulate the intensity of sensory responses to and detection of select taste stimuli (e.g., 8, 16, 53, 86) . These observations suggest temperature operates as an important variable of gustatory information flow in the nervous system. However, unless specifically focused on temperature effects, functional studies on taste have infrequently considered temperature as a modulator of gustatory neural firing compared with, for example, stimulus concentration, which has been, probably without exception, always considered. Ironically, a handful of neural and perceptual studies on thermal effects on taste have identified that, for some taste stimuli and qualities, concentration interacts with temperature to influence gustatory activity, as described below.
This review will discuss the role of temperature in gustatory information processing. There are several lines of data on this topic, including results demonstrating that temperature can modulate the actions of select molecular mechanisms for gustatory transduction, neurophysiological taste responses in peripheral and central neurons, and perceptual and behavioral reactions to taste stimuli. This review will generally progress by providing a brief description of the anatomy and neural substrates largely affiliated with studies of temperature and taste, followed by discussion of thermal data relevant to different taste qualities. Some open questions will also be discussed. The text will not exhaustively cover all papers on temperature modulation of taste or thermogustation, but will attend to some key historical and recent findings.
As discussed elsewhere, the investigation of how temperature affects taste perception has an impressive, centuries-long history (1) . Data on this topic are sometimes challenging to interpret across studies because of wide differences in methods and results (1) . Functional data concerning thermal effects on neuronal taste processing also show some discrepancies, possibly attributable in part to differences in methodologies. Nonetheless, such vagaries speak to the complex nature of the effect of temperature on taste that emerges from the literature. In example, temperature effects are not readily generalized across all taste qualities and, in some cases, depend on cofactors.
A Primer to Gustatory and Oral Thermosensory Neuroanatomy
The general layout of the mammalian gustatory system has been detailed in earlier reviews (e.g., 39, 65, 119, 122, 128) and will be only partially discussed here in the context of the neuroanatomy largely associated with functional studies on thermogustation. Taste stimuli are transduced through interaction with ion channels and G protein-coupled receptors (GPCRs) expressed by taste bud cells (TBCs) in various papillae on oral epithelia. Some TBCs are innervated by fibers of cranial nerves, which link the output of gustatory reception mechanisms to the brain for perceptual and behavioral processing. The chorda tympani (CT) branch of the facial (VII) nerve supplies sensation to TBCs of the fungiform papillae on the rostral tongue and of the rostral foliate papillae on the caudal tongue. The glossopharyngeal (IX) nerve innervates TBCs in the more caudal foliate and circumvallate lingual papillae (see Ref. 28) . The greater superficial petrosal branch of nerve VII innervates taste buds on the palate (59, 95) . It is noteworthy that nerves VII and IX also contain orosensory fibers implicated for somatosensory processing (e.g., 14, 36, 44, 152) and fibers dually responsive to taste and oral somatosensory input including temperature (e.g., 41, 91, 103, 152) . Although the bulk of the data supporting these observations were derived from rodent models, bimodal sensitivity to temperature and taste is also evident in the human CT nerve (35, 99) . Commonly referred to in press and spoken word as "gustatory fibers," taste-active peripheral neurons can display cross-modal sensitivity to touch and thermal stimuli applied to oral mucosa. This observation suggests that neural interactions between taste and somatosensation, including temperature, can begin at a peripheral level.
Temperature influence on peripheral taste-sensitive neurons is partly due to, or associated with, the reliance of some gustatory transduction processes on temperature-sensitive molecular effectors. These include the warmth-activated transient receptor potential (TRP) melastatin 5 (TRPM5) cation channel involved with GPCR-mediated transduction cascades for sweet, umami, and bitter taste stimuli (30, 109, 155) . Additionally, epithelial sodium channels (ENaCs), involved with sodium taste transduction and sensory-discriminative function (61, 118, 126) , display Na ϩ currents and conductances sensitive to temperature change (5, 6, 25, 26) . Temperature also appears capable of activating gustatory-sensitive nerves via mechanisms that do not involve taste receptors, as evidenced by electrophysiological recordings of oral thermal responses from the CT nerves of taste-deficient mice (40) .
In mammals, taste-active fibers of cranial nerves VII and IX bilaterally terminate in the rostral nucleus tractus solitarii (NTS) in the medulla (Fig. 1) . The NTS contains neurons that respond to oral thermal stimulation and also to temperature and taste (83, 102, 132, 136, 144) . The pattern of connectivity between the NTS and other brain regions suggests it plays a pivotal role in gustatory processing related to oral sensation and ingestive decisions. Gustatory-sensitive regions of the NTS maintain efferent connections with medullary circuits associated with oral motor behaviors (57, 135) . Ascending taste-active NTS projection neurons reach thalamic (primate; 10) or parabrachial (rodent; 97) targets that ultimately interface with circuitry involved with sensory-discriminative and affective processing. In rodents, the parabrachial nucleus contains gustatory-responsive neurons sensitive to change in oral temperature and to general oral somatosensory stimulation (60, 98, 100, 101, 137) , implicating this structure, along with the NTS, with important roles in taste-somatosensory integration. Thalamic and cortical structures housing taste-sensitive neurons also possess units with dual responsiveness to oral temperature and gustatory input (e.g., 67, 139, 140) .
Although neural sensitivity to oral temperature is distributed along the gustatory neuraxis, most functional studies on thermogustation have focused on the peripheral nervous system. Thus there exists only a paucity of data on how systematic change in temperature, of taste solutions or the mouth, can affect central gustatory processing. Paradoxically, the initial single-unit electrophysiology studies of taste-active neurons in the rat NTS, carried out in Carl Pfaffmann's laboratory in the late 1950s and early 1960s, tested for and found responses to oral thermal stimulation in these cells (83, 110) . Although this early observation gave rise to a potential role for NTS neurons in oral thermal and gustatory interaction, the first neurophysiological studies that specifically detailed the influence of temperature on taste responding and coding in the rodent NTS appeared more than 50 years later, beginning in 2013. These works party identified that NTS neurons can display interactive and unique responses to particular combinations of thermal and gustatory input, such as warmth paired with sweet stimuli such as sucrose (144, 145) , discussed below.
Taste neurons can fire to oral temperature, albeit comparably dominant signals concerning detection and discrimination among oral thermal qualities are carried by trigeminal neurons (72) , which mediate cephalic and oral somatosensation. Fibers of the trigeminal (V) nerve express TRP channels implicated for temperature sensation, including TRP melastatin 8 (TRPM8), activated by cool temperatures and the minty-cooling agent menthol (2, 9, 34, 87, 108) , and the nocisensor TRP vanilloid 1 (TRPV1), which is sensitive to capsaicin (chili pepper burn) and also heat under select conditions (e.g., 21, 22) . TRPV1 was also identified as a developmental marker of the cell lineage that mediates thermosensation in somatosensory pathways (88) . Lingual nerve fibers involved in part with tongue thermosensation (81, 111) emanate from the mandibular trunk of the trigeminal nerve. Lingual fibers are evidenced to partly innervate tissue of the taste bud-containing fungiform papillae (89) but to not penetrate resident taste buds (2, 34) , which are innervated by the chorda tympani branch of nerve VII. This arrangement presumably supports detection of spatially correlated taste and trigeminosomatic features of oral stimuli.
Although trigeminal sensory fibers heavily project to the central trigeminal nuclear complex (84, 85) , several anatomical and physiological studies have shown that a subset of mandibular trigeminal fibers reach the NTS (12, 13, 15, 27, 28, 38, 58, 76, 85, 143) . Lingual nerve fibers that arrive at the NTS can display apparent terminal swellings, possibly synapses, with neurons demonstrated to receive synaptic input from the CT nerve involved with taste transmission (38) . Accordingly, electrical stimulation of mandibular trigeminal processes can cause spike firing in taste-active NTS units in rats, with some evidence that activation of trigeminal afferents can affect taste activity in NTS cells (13, 15) . What is more, anatomical data have identified that neurons in the spinal trigeminal nucleus pars caudalis, involved in part with the coding of oral temperature (e.g., 20, 72, 153) , project to areas of the parabrachial nucleus associated with gustatory processing (23) . Altogether, these data open the possibility that oral thermal activity in taste-sensitive brain neurons is partly contributed by trigeminal convergence (Fig. 1 ). Yet direct evidence supporting this postulate is currently lacking.
Early Functional Observations
Descriptions of temperature sensitivity by taste-active nerves appear in classic studies of sensory physiology (36, 156) . Temperature began to receive attention as a variable of gustatory neural responses in peripheral nerve electrophysiological studies carried out in the 1950s and 1960s. Thermal control equipment used in these early functional works was arguably crude compared with modern standards and may have included fish aquaria laden with ice cubes to cool bottles of taste solutions, or equipped with "knife heaters" for warming taste stimuli (1) . Nevertheless, several of the early reports described patterns of effects of temperature on taste that have since been replicated or rediscovered by more recent studies on neuronal thermo-taste processing. One common trend that comes across from the early functional investigations was that when temperature was found to influence taste, it appeared to operate as a quantitative variable of the intensity of the gustatory response. This trend is apparent in some manner in likely all studies of thermogustation that have identified effects of temperature on perceptual, behavioral, or neural responses to taste input.
What appears to be one of the first detailed electrophysiological investigation of temperature influence on gustatory neural activity was completed in 1953 as a doctoral dissertation carried out in Pfaffmann's laboratory. This manuscript was never published as a primary scientific paper but was cited by and influenced several subsequent studies on temperature-taste interactions. In this dissertation, Abbott (1) made integrated recordings from the rat CT nerve to, in part, study the effect of change in oral and stimulus temperature on gustatory activity to solutions of acidic (sour) stimuli and salts, including KCl and the sodium halides NaBr and NaCl. Gustatory scientists generally accept the latter stimulus, sodium chloride, as a prototypical salty taste stimulus. Abbott's work found change in oral and stimulus temperature caused no effect on nerve responses to solutions of the sour tastant HCl, but induced appreciable modulation of nerve activity to lingual delivery of salts. For instance, responses to 0.1, 0.3, and 1 M solutions of KCl and NaBr showed near or absolute maximal firing at 37°C. For multiple concentrations, both of these salts tended to give their second largest responses when warmed to 45°C but induced suppressed firing when cooled to 22°C or 15°C.
Abbott noted temperature could also modulate nerve activity to NaCl, albeit the manner of the effect differed from the other salts. Unlike KCl and NaBr, oral presence of 0.03, 0.1, 0.3, and 1.0 M NaCl induced responses that were maximal at 22°C, with a small reduction in evoked firing present at 37°C. Further suppression in nerve firing was observed when solutions of 0.03, 0.1, and 0.3 M NaCl were cooled to 15°C, and when 0.03 M NaCl was heated to 45°C. However, cooling and warming to 15°and 45°C, respectively, produced only nominal suppression of CT nerve activity to 1.0 M NaCl solutions compared with 22°or 37°C (1) . Altogether, these data began to suggest that the effect of temperature on neuronal taste processing was, in part, conditioned on the taste stimulus under study, a trend recapitulated in subsequent (e.g., 149) and recent (e.g., 78, 104, 145) functional studies on thermogustation. Furthermore, Abbott's observation that temperature effects on nerve firing to NaCl lessened at elevated concentrations suggested thermal influence on taste processing is conditioned on stimulus concentration, an effect borne out and detailed in later single-unit neurophysiological studies of sodium, and also sweet, thermogustatory processing (145, 148) .
It is noteworthy that thermogustatory electrophysiological studies that emerged shortly after Abbott's work did show some differences in results. These differences partly resided in, for example, the "optimal" temperatures for sodium solutions to induce maximal gustatory firing in CT afferents, which other data identified to fall between~25°and 40°C for 0.1 M NaCl (94, 149) . Moreover, a subset of follower studies identified that temperature can, unlike in Abbott's report, affect integrated and unit gustatory responses to HCl solutions in the rat CT nerve (148, 149, 150; see Fig. 2 ). Yet several of these works did continue to reveal that temperature could induce unique effects on firing to different taste stimuli, including those representative of different taste qualities (Fig. 2) , and that thermal effects on gustatory responding could depend on stimulus concentration.
Effects of Temperature on Sodium Taste
Neural data. Concentration would prove to be a critical variable for investigation and interpretation of effects of temperature on sodium taste transmission, as exemplified by classic data. Sodium salts continued to be focal stimuli in early electrophysiological studies on thermotaste processing in the CT nerve possibly because, in part, they induce strong and readily indexed taste responses in this afferent. The inclusion of temperature in some of these investigations was partly viewed as a way to shed light on the reception mechanisms of gustatory transduction, which at the time were unknown. Potential transduction mechanisms were discussed to include either a physical interaction between the taste chemical and a taste sensor element or an enzymatic reaction that led to gustatory neural signaling, with the latter presumably evidenced by elevated thermal sensitivity of gustatory nerve responses (see Ref. 115) . Along this line, Beidler (11) published data in 1954 from rats showing that chemosensory CT nerve responses to oral presence of sodium stimuli were insensitive to change in temperature between 20°C and 30°C. From this he concluded the initial steps of sodium gustatory transduction involved a physical interaction between taste chemical and receptor "substance" rather than an enzymatic process. Beidler's conclusion, of course, agrees with more recent research that has shown sodium salts at least partly interact with ENaCs on taste bud cells to induce gustatory transduction (e.g., 24, 118) . Yet his noted absence of a thermal effect may have been due to stimulus conditions. Beidler's data were obtained using temperatures that might be considered to represent only moderate shifts in cooling applied to a relatively high, 0.5 M concentration of NaCl. In comparison, the near simultaneous, unpublished work of Abbott suggested that CT nerve responses to elevated concentrations of NaCl (1 M in Abbott's case) showed good resistance against change with temperature, whereas responses to lower NaCl concentrations displayed notable change when tested over a broad range of cooling and warming steps (1) .
Work that followed on the heels of Abbott's and Beidler's pioneering investigations began to delineate the role of stimulus concentration in neuronal thermogustatory responses to sodium salts. Using integrated recordings from the rat CT nerve, Yamashita and Sato (149) demonstrated in 1965 that the temperature that optimized CT nerve activity to oral presence of NaCl was positively associated with stimulus concentration Fig. 2 . Effects of temperature can differ across taste qualities. Example electrophysiological data depicting the mean standardized maximum response of the rat chorda tympani nerve (ordinate) to reduced concentrations of sodium chloride (NaCl; "salty") and hydrochloric acid (HCl; "sour") plotted against temperature (abscissa). This work aimed to determine whether lower concentrations of HCl would elicit a decrease in gustatory nerve firing with warming, as shown for a low concentration (0.01 M) of NaCl. Yet across concentrations, nerve responses to HCl peaked with warming to around 30°C. Adapted from Yamashita and Sato (149) with permission. within a select range. As shown in Fig. 3 , they found that a 0.1 M solution of NaCl gave maximal activity at around 30°C, whereas progressively weaker NaCl concentrations induced their largest responses when stimulation temperature was stepped to cooler values: 0.03 and 0.01 M caused maximal firing at, respectively, 20°and 10°C. Somewhat similar to Beidler's (11) report, Yamashita and Sato (149) noted that nerve responses to a given concentration of NaCl appeared to show only relatively small change with temperature shifts between 20°C and 30°C, albeit more extreme cold (10°C) and hot (45°C) temperatures were found to strongly modulate activity to individual concentrations compared with moderate temperatures (Fig. 3) .
Yamashita et al. (148) went on in a publication from 1970 to detail the combined effect of temperature and concentration on sodium taste responses in individual rat CT fibers. This work tested a sample of units with weak to high concentrations (0.003 to 0.3 M) of NaCl delivered to the tongue at multiple cool and warm temperatures (between 10°C and 40°C). Thermal effects noted in the sodium-sensitive CT neurons subjected to this protocol were evidenced to partly associate with neural breadth of responsiveness to taste stimuli. For instance, CT fibers activated by NaCl, sucrose, and HCl showed facilitated firing across low and high NaCl concentrations with cooling. On the other hand, units with more selective tuning displayed facilitated activity to mainly lower concentrations (e.g., Յ0.03) of NaCl with cooling, with increased firing to elevated NaCl concentrations noted for select warming conditions (Fig. 4) . But more globally, inspection of data and plots in this paper reveals that temperature could cause changes in firing to NaCl that were not constant across concentrations, suggesting there was an interaction between temperature and concentration on sodium activity. For instance, warming of the tongue and stimulus solutions from 15°C, to 20°C, to 25°C, and then to 30°C increased the mean slope of the neuronal concentrationresponse function for NaCl across the analyzed fibers (148) . For some cell types including units oriented toward NaCl, increments in the slope of this function with warming were also accompanied by decrements in its intercept, causing wide separation of functions on the left as opposed to the right (Fig.  4) . This reflected an ability of temperature to produce greater change in firing by this cell class to weakly concentrated NaCl solutions (e.g., 0.01 M) as opposed to high (e.g., 0.1 M), with, in general, a progressive lessening of the magnitude of temperature effects when NaCl concentration was raised (Fig. 4) . It is noteworthy that only a small sample of individual fibers was reported in Yamashita et al. (148) , which cautions some interpretations. Nonetheless, their description that temperature could induce larger modulatory effects on responses to weakened taste solutions as opposed to concentrated was later identified to also apply to single-neuron responses to temperature-varied sweet stimuli (145), as discussed below. All of the above data indicate that temperature and concentration can Example electrophysiological data obtained from sodium-sensitive rat chorda tympani neurons showing their mean spike firing (ordinate) to a series of low to high concentrations of NaCl (abscissa) applied to the tongue at multiple cool and warm temperatures. Data are plotted in double logarithmic coordinates. Cooling markedly enhanced neural firing to low concentrations of NaCl (e.g., 0.01 M), whereas select warmer temperatures could enhance firing to high concentrations (e.g., 0.3 M), albeit the latter effect was relatively smaller. The ability of temperature to modulate unit firing to NaCl is generally decreased at high concentrations. These data represent an early description of how temperature and concentration can interactively control gustatory response magnitude in single neurons. Adapted from Yamashita, Ogawa, Kiyohara, and Sato (148) with permission.
operate in a nonindependent manner to shape the magnitude of gustatory firing.
Receptor mechanisms of sodium thermogustation: a potential role for ENaC. The most parsimonious mechanistic explanation for the effect of temperature on the magnitude of sodium firing is that the operation of gustatory receptor mechanisms for Na ϩ is somehow sensitive to temperature. Although a definitive explanation is presently lacking, there are several lines of evidence that raise the possibility that temperature effects on sodium taste may be at least partly contributed by the direct actions of temperature on Na ϩ currents mediated by ENaCs expressed on taste cells. In early electrophysiological work relevant to this topic, Nakamura and Kurihara (94) identified that integrated gustatory responses to NaCl in the rat CT nerve are composed of two temperature-responsive components sensitive to blockade by lingual delivery of amiloride, an antagonist of ENaC-mediated sodium taste transmission (e.g., 61). They discovered that amiloride-blockable activity to a reduced, 0.01 M concentration of NaCl peaked when solutions were cooled to around 10°C. On the other hand, amiloride-sensitive nerve activity to an elevated 0.3 M concentration of NaCl was maximal at around 30°C. An intermediate 0.1 M concentration of NaCl induced amiloride-blockable nerve firing that was facilitated at two temperatures, each hovering near the optimal temperatures for 0.01 and 0.3 M. Nakamura and Kurihara (94) interpreted this result as evidence for two amiloride-sensitive taste receptor "sites" for NaCl, with one site showing its strongest activation to lower concentrations of NaCl when cooled and the other activated maximally by higher concentrations delivered warmed. Although these data leave the definition of receptor site open to interpretation, they do suggest that ENaC is involved with sodium thermogustation and could mediate a dual effect of temperature on sodium taste. Nakamura and Kurihara's results agreed in part with some of the early rodent whole nerve data that showed there is a positive association between stimulus concentration and temperature that optimizes integrated gustatory firing to NaCl in the CT nerve (149), as discussed above. This agreement reflects the marked contribution of amiloride-sensitive, ENaCdependent fibers to NaCl activity in this afferent (e.g., 24, 61, 96) . Relatedly, Yamashita et al. (148) provided evidence that sodium-oriented CT fibers, which typically show amilorideblockable gustatory activity to NaCl (e.g., 62, 63, 80) , could demonstrate increases in firing to low and elevated NaCl concentrations with, respectively, cooling and warming (Fig.  4) . Moreover, a recent study on amiloride-sensitive, sodiumoriented mouse NTS neurons identified that gustatory activity to a low intensity/perithreshold 0.004 M solution of NaCl was augmented by cooling, whereas warming could increase firing to an elevated, 0.3 M NaCl concentration (77) . All of these data also point to an involvement of ENaC with cooling and warming effects on sodium taste transmission.
Biophysical studies have revealed that amiloride-blockable Na ϩ currents carried by ENaC are indeed sensitive to temperature change. Electrophysiological experiments on ENaC conducted in an artificial expression system revealed decreases in temperature from 35°C to 10°C induced systematic and sizable increases in whole cell Na ϩ current flow that were completely inhibited by the addition of amiloride (5) . Over a range of temperatures from 44°C to 6°C, maximum ENaC-mediated amiloride-sensitive Na ϩ current was achieved at 6°C, with half-maximal current noted at~25°C (5) . Other biophysical work has identified that cooling can increase the steady-state (tonic) component of the amiloride-sensitive Na ϩ current passed by ENaC (25, 26) . What is more, Chraïbi and Horisberger (25) used patch-clamp recordings of amiloride-sensitive currents passed by human ENaCs in an expression system to show that whereas cooling from~30°C to 15°C increased the number of open ENaC channels, raising temperature from 15°C to around 30°C increased ENaC single channel conductance. Although these biophysical results can be only cautiously generalized to in vivo gustatory neural data, this twofold effect of temperature on ENaC operation does seem to agree with the ability of both cooling and warming to modulate amiloride-sensitive taste activity to NaCl in rodent CT (94) and NTS (77) neurons.
It is important to acknowledge that some electrophysiological data suggest that ENaC may not support thermal effects on sodium taste transmission. Single-unit recording studies of rat CT neurons have reported that shifts in oral and stimulus temperature among cold, moderate, and warm values (e.g., 10°C, 25°C, and 40°C) cause no reliable change in firing to 0.1 M NaCl in sodium-specialist fibers, which display responses to lingual presence of sodium stimuli that can be inhibited by amiloride (16, 80) . Although one of these papers did seem to discover a trend for this ENaC-dependent fiber class to show maximal firing to NaCl at 25°C opposed to other temperatures, this trend did not reach statistical significance (16) . Methodological differences may have contributed to discrepancies between these and the above data. Nevertheless, future direct studies on temperature influence on ENaC as it functions in taste cells in situ will be important to ultimately define the role of this channel in sodium thermogustation.
Thermo-TRP channels and ENaC-independent sodium taste. Multiple studies have proposed that temperature-sensitive TRP channels mediate the ENaC-independent component of gustatory neural activity to sodium. This response component is generally indexed as residual firing to sodium stimuli that remains after blockade of oral ENaCs by a competitive antagonist, such as amiloride or benzamil (e.g., 112). Intuitively, an involvement of thermo-TRP channels with sodium transduction could importantly contribute to sodium thermogustation. However, inspection of the literature reveals, in some cases, wide disagreement among studies and a muddled picture of how thermo-TRP channels generally function in sodium taste transmission in mammals.
For instance, some reports have documented that ENaCindependent gustatory activity to NaCl is contributed in part by the warmth-sensitive TRPM5 ion channel, which, beyond sodium taste, has defined roles in GPCR gustatory transduction processes (30, 109, 155) . Using whole nerve recordings, Ren et al. (112) reported that mice genetically deficient for TRPM5 display significantly smaller CT nerve responses to oral presence of 0.1 M NaCl compared with controls and that this effect is due to an absence of ENaC-independent sodium activity in the mutant line. In principally similar fashion, Damak et al. (30) revealed TRPM5 knockout mice showed reduced CT nerve activity to oral delivery of 0.1 M, and also 0.03 M, NaCl compared with wild-type mice. However, these reductions in nerve firing were small and of undetermined significance, as, in their paper, TRPM5 null and wild-type mice subjected to Other studies have implicated the heat-sensitive TRPV1 ion channel in salt taste transduction. Lyall and colleagues (82) first proposed that a variant of TRPV1 mediates the ENaCindependent gustatory response component to NaCl. Using CT nerve recordings, they showed in rats that lingual presence of pharmacological agonists of TRPV1 increased heat-potentiated responses to NaCl that were insensitive to benzamil, and that this effect was lost in mice genetically deficient for TRPV1 (82) . In partial accord with this finding, other data have shown that ENaC-independent gustatory activity to NaCl in mouse CT fibers is suppressed, but not abolish, by oral delivery of a potent antagonist of TRPV1 (4). Although such data support a role for TRPV1, or some variant product of its gene, in sodium taste transduction, they contrast with molecular genetic labeling studies that have revealed no evidence of TRPV1 expression in fungiform taste buds or receptor cells innervated by CT fibers (88) . Furthermore, some electrophysiological studies conducted in TRPV1 null mice found that CT nerve responses to oral delivery of a concentration series of NaCl did not differ between these mutants and wild-type controls (124) . Finally, psychophysical and conditioned generalization behavioral studies that used mice genetically deficient for TRPV1 revealed no evidence that this ion channel is needed for the gustatory detection of sodium salts (124, 138) . A more detailed discussion of the evidence and pitfalls concerning the involvement of TRPV1 with taste is presented by Roper (113) . Overall, there are still questions regarding how TRPV1 and other thermo-TRP channels might be involved with sodium taste transduction and thermogustation.
Temperature effects on sodium taste: psychophysical data. Interpreting the significance of effects noted in functional studies is aided by comparison with relevant psychophysical and behavioral findings. Yet studies on sodium thermogustatory behaviors in rodents are scarce. There are data that pertain to temperature effects on rodent saline preference (46), albeit gustation was not a focus of the methods used in this work. Although several psychophysical studies on human sodium thermogustation have been completed, comparison of these data with physiological results is complicated by several issues, including a lack of accord among the human data. For example, Moskowitz (90) reported warming stimulus solutions from 25°C to 35°C notably enhanced taste intensity ratings for NaCl in humans. This was evidenced by a warmth-induced increase in the intercept of the psychophysical function for NaCl (90) , which relates sodium concentration to perceived intensity. On the other hand, Green and Frankmann (54) demonstrated in humans that warming from 20°C to 36°C had no effect on the perceived gustatory intensity of NaCl, with similar psychophysical functions for NaCl obtained across temperatures. Differences between these studies may partly relate to methods of temperature control. Moskowitz's study tested taste solutions at temperatures that may have, in some cases, differed from that of the tongue. In contrast, Green and Frankmann controlled the temperature of the tongue using a prerinse method and measurement of tongue surface temperature, with NaCl solutions tested at cool and warm temperatures intended to be isothermal with the adapted lingual value. Although there are other methodological differences between these studies to consider (54), it is curious if these discrepant results obtained under different methods of oral thermal control partially hint to a role for mouth temperature, and its balance with stimulus temperature, in sodium thermogustation. Along this vein, change in oral adaptation temperature can influence electrophysiological taste activity to NaCl in NTS oral sensory neurons in mice (77) .
Studies on the effects of temperature on gustatory sensitivity to NaCl have sometimes shown better agreement. Pangborn et al. (107) reported humans working in a task to discriminate sips of solutions that contained either water or near-threshold concentrations of NaCl showed greater performance when stimulus temperatures were 22°C or 37°C as opposed to 0°C or 55°C. Using a discrimination task with different stimulus presentation methodology, McBurney et al. (86) similarly identified that humans showed the lowest threshold to report NaCl taste when solution temperature was between 22°C and 32°C as opposed to temperatures above (42°C) or markedly below (17°C) physiological warm. These data suggest the detection of near-threshold or weak sodium solutions is facilitated at moderate or cool temperatures. In at least partial agreement, mouse neurophysiological data have demonstrated innocuous cooling, but not warming, can enhance brain gustatory responses to oral presence of a perithreshold concentration of NaCl (77) .
Additional human psychophysical data suggest temperature may influence sodium gustatory perception along multiple dimensions. The length of time humans perceive the taste of NaCl in the mouth increases with cooling (17), suggesting gustatory adaptation to sodium is affected by temperature. Warming to relatively extreme temperatures encountered in cooked foods can, in untrained subjects, decrease the saltiness of soup-base products, including chicken broth and miso soup, but not salt water of comparable sodium concentration (71), suggesting thermal effects could also vary in some cases with sodium-food context.
Effects of Temperature on Sweet Taste
Neural data. Sweet is a gustatory quality that has received considerable attention in recent psychophysical, neurophysiological, and molecular studies of thermogustation. This emphasis has been probably driven in part by discoveries of notably strong effects of temperature on gustatory neural activity to sweet stimuli in functional studies, which have generally shown additivity between sweet inputs and warming. Yamashita and Sato (149) reported in 1965 that oral presence of solutions of 0.5 M sucrose induced maximal firing in the rat CT nerve when stimuli were warmed to 30°C, with cooling below or further warming above this value causing systematic inhibition of nerve firing. More recent recording studies from gustatory nerves and ganglia have generally reproduced this result in rats, mice, and other species, but in some cases suggested peak nerve activity to sucrose arose over a slightly broader range of innocuous warm, near physiological temperatures betweeñ 30°C and 40°C (16, 78, 79, 93, 104, 133) . Similar effects of warming and cooling have been reported for CT nerve activity to other sweet stimuli, including monosaccharides (e.g., glucose) and artificial sweeteners (e.g., saccharin) (78, 79, 93, 104, 133) . Moreover, work that analyzed the effect of temperature on rodent CT nerve activity to stimuli from multiple taste qualities demonstrated increasing temperature from 10°C to 30°C caused a substantial steepening of the rate of warmthinduced increase in nerve firing to 0.5 M sucrose that was not apparent among representative bitter, salty, or sour stimuli (104) .
A steep rate of increase in neural firing to sucrose with oral warming was also reported in the initial study on the effects of temperature on gustatory processing in NTS neurons. This work, conducted in mice, identified that warming taste solutions from~22°C to 30°C caused a supralinear increase in neural firing to oral presence of a moderate concentration of sucrose (144) . The effect was considered supralinear, or superadditive, because the enhanced firing rate to 30°C sucrose was significantly higher than the increase predicted by simple addition of responses to oral presence of this stimulus at 22°C and to water warmed to 30°C (see Fig. 5, A and B) . Thus warming appeared to positively interact with some element of the ascending neural signal for sucrose rather than simply "adding on" spikes to an independent neural message for sucrose taste (e.g., Fig. 5A ). With consideration for the average response of all cells sampled in this work, the superadditive effect of warming observed for firing to sucrose was absent for gustatory responses to bitter, salty, or sour stimuli, but was apparent for an umami mixture (144), as discussed below.
Peripheral (79, 133) and central (145) neurophysiological work that detailed the facilitative effect of warming on gustatory neuronal activity to sucrose identified this phenomenon was conditioned on stimulus concentration. Wilson and Lemon (145) tested taste-active, sucrose "best" NTS neurons in mice with a sucrose thermoconcentration series spanning perithreshold (0.05 M) to overly strong (0.56 M) intensities at multiple cool and warm temperatures. This study revealed that increasing stimulus temperature caused unprecedented enhancement of spiking activity to oral sucrose at primarily lower stimulus concentrations. For example, warming from 18°C to 30°C increased average unit firing to 0.1 M sucrose by 1,049%, whereas this same warming step caused only a 152% increase in gustatory activity to 0.56 M sucrose. What is more, the slope of the NTS neuronal concentration-response function for sucrose was found to significantly and systematically decrease while concomitantly displaying increasing intercept when stimulus temperatures were raised from 18°C, to 22°C, to 30°C. As observed for sodium thermogustatory processing (148; Fig. 4 ), neuronal concentration-response functions for sucrose obtained at these temperatures generally showed progressively greater separation on the left (i.e., low concentrations) as opposed to the right (i.e., high concentrations), with temperature-varied functions displaying near or complete convergence at an elevated sucrose concentration of around 0.5 M. This relationship indicated the degree to which temperature could modify gustatory neural activity to sucrose was inversely proportional to stimulus concentration, with activity to increasing sucrose concentrations generally becoming more resistant to change with thermal influence (145) . The magnitude dimension of gustatory firing to sucrose appears to be interactively controlled by temperature and concentration, with temperature exerting larger effects on sucrose taste processing at lower stimulus concentrations.
Temperature and sweet taste: psychophysical data. Psychophysical studies have indicated that particular combinations of sweet tastes and oral warming can induce interactive perceptual effects. One suggestion of such interaction appeared in a paper from von Békésy (141) published in 1964. Using an apparatus that allowed for simultaneous delivery of taste stimuli and temperature-controlled water to separate halves of the human tongue, von Békésy set out to measure whether particular hemicombinations of these inputs affected spatial localization of the oral stimulus. It was reported that delivery of warmth to one side of the tongue and bitter or sweet (cane sugar) stimuli to the other formed a sensation localized to the Upward arrow denotes stimulus onset. As shown, this neuron was mostly insensitive to thermal stimulation in the absence of taste, giving 0.6 and 0.3 spikes/s to water at 21°C and 31°C, respectively. However, the cell was responsive to sucrose and increased its firing to this input from 4.1 to 14.4 spikes/s with warming from 21°C to 31°C. This increase reflects a ϩ251% change in firing that is considered superadditive; the increase far exceeds the response level that would be achieved if sucrose and warmth inputs to this neuron combined through simple addition (i.e., the sum of activity to 21°C sucrose and 31°C water). Unpublished cell; methods for data acquisition as described in Wilson and Lemon (144) . B: peristimulus time histograms (PSTHs; 500 ms bins) showing the mean spike firing (ordinate) of 39 mouse NTS neurons during 5-s oral deliveries of warm (~30°C) water and 0.1 M sucrose tested at room (~22°C) and warm temperatures. The black-lined PSTH is the addition of the PSTHs for room temperature sucrose and warm water; this additive-predicted trace represents the response level expected if enhanced firing to warm sucrose was caused by simple addition of activity to warmth and room temperature sucrose. Yet during the stimulus period (0 to 5 s), the additive-predicted PSTH is lower than the PSTH for warm sucrose (shaded regions represent Ϯ SE). Furthermore, the mean number of spikes present during the stimulus period was greater for warm sucrose compared with the additive-predicted response (paired t-test on normally distributed data: t38 ϭ 3.3, P ϭ 0.002). Thus the increase in firing to sucrose with warming is superadditive. Data are from neurons described in Wilson and Lemon (144) . middle of the tongue. Such interaction with warmth did not arise with hemilingual delivery of salty or sour solutions, which were conversely reported to interact with cooling of the opposite lingual surface (141) . Although von Békésy's observations suggested the percepts of, in part, sweet stimuli and oral warmth could combine in a complementary manner, his paper contains an idiosyncratic lack of data presentation and analysis, leaving the reader to partially intuit certain aspects of the reported effects.
A handful of subsequent human psychophysical studies that adopted a quantitative approach revealed interactions between sweet taste and temperature involve facilitation by warming of the perceived gustatory intensity of sucrose. Specifically, these investigations used in part a "sip-and-spit" technique, where taste solutions are sampled orally then expectorated, to show that innocuous oral and stimulus warming could increase the intercept of the psychophysical function for sucrose (8, 18, 54) . Notably, these studies also identified that raising temperature can, under some conditions, decrease this function's slope. The combination of these effects caused temperature-varied perceptual response functions for sucrose to separate more at lower stimulus concentrations compared with high, suggesting growth in perceived sweetness with warming was inversely related to sucrose concentration. In example, Bartoshuk and colleagues (8) showed facilitation of the perceived sweetness of sucrose with warming from 12°C to 44°C weakened as sucrose concertation was raised in quarter-log increments from 0.03 M, with facilitation by warming largely lost at 0.5 M. The intersection point of temperature-varied psychophysical functions for sucrose was estimated from data to be 0.52 M (8). Similarly, other psychophysical studies identified the facilitatory effect of warming on the perceived sweetness of sucrose was markedly attenuated or absent when concentration was increased to near half-molar values (18, 54) . Beyond demonstrating the concentration dependence of human sucrose thermogustation, these data closely associate with mouse neurophysiological results that showed temperature can cause greater modulation of cellular gustatory activity to low sucrose concentrations compared with high, with thermal effects on unit firing showing nearly complete or absolute inhibition at around 0.5 M (145). This correlation between human perceptual and mouse functional data reinforces the notion that neural systems for sweet taste in these species share, at least in part, common operational principles (73) .
It is important to point out that not all psychophysical data on sweet thermogustation agree, with some reports conversely identifying, in example, no significant effect of warming or temperature change on the perceived gustatory intensity of sucrose and other sugars (117, 131) . This discrepancy has been discussed to possibly have roots in methodology, including differences across studies in rating tasks and use of methods for stimulus delivery that may facilitate inconsistent intraoral stimulation patterns (56) . From this, a recent study from Green and Nachtigal (56) investigated thermal effects on sweet taste in humans using an approach that both temporally controlled and spatially restricted thermotaste stimulation to the anterior tongue protruding from the mouth. Under these methods, Green and Nachtigal identified that cooling taste solutions could indeed inhibit initial sweetness intensity ratings, but, notably, did so in a stimulus-specific manner. For example, cooling to Յ10°C suppressed the initial sweetness of sucrose and select artificial sweeteners but had not effect on the sweetness of fructose. Furthermore, cooling to 21°C could advance gustatory adaptation to sucrose, fructose, and glucose, whereas the rate of sweet taste adaptation for saccharin was found to be independent of temperature. These stimulus-dependent effects have implications for mechanism, as discussed below.
Thermal effects on sweet taste reported in Green and Nachtigal's work were frequently enhanced at more extreme cold temperatures. From this, it was concluded that sweetness perception operates largely independently of temperature and could be impacted by cooling mainly when consuming refrigerated foods and beverages (56) . One consideration for this interpretation, though, is that Green and Nachtigal (56) tested sugar concentrations that were considerably strong and possibly less sensitive to temperature effects than lower stimulus densities. For instance, their work used a sucrose concentration of 0.42 M, which is very near or at the plateau for sweet taste intensity and liking ratings in other human studies (69) and approaches the half-molar concentration of approximate thermal invariance for sucrose noted in other data (8, 18, 54, 145) . Thus 0.42 M sucrose may be expected to induce gustatory responses that tend to resist modification by temperature change. It is curious if broader perceptual sensitivity to cooling and warming would emerge in humans for reduced concentrations of sucrose, and other sweet stimuli, delivered to controlled, restricted oral receptive fields. As above, weak and low concentrations of sucrose tend to induce activity with the highest susceptibility to change with thermal influence (8, 145) .
Stimulus concentration notwithstanding, Green and Nachtigal's data revealed that perceptual gustatory adaptation processes for sugars could be affected by thermal preadaptation of the tongue (56) , which hints to a role for oral mucosa temperature in the processing of sugar taste. This postulate is also supported by earlier human work from Green's group that showed tongue cooling caused greater inhibition of sugar sweetness than cooling taste solutions (53, 54) . For example, cooling reduced the perceived intensity of sucrose only when the tongue and solution were similarly cooled to 20°C, as stimulus cooling caused only a slight decrease in sucrose taste intensity when the tongue was preadapted to a warm, 36°C temperature (54) . Similar effects of oral thermal preadaptation on sucrose taste processing have been reported in rodent electrophysiological work. Recordings from mouse NTS neurons showed that unit firing to oral presence of 25°C sucrose was suppressed when the oral mucosa was precooled to~25°C, albeit extended adaptation of the oral cavity to physiological warm (35°C) could, at some stimulus concentrations, rescue and augment activity to 25°C sucrose (77) .
Sweet thermogustation: possible receptor mechanisms. The ability of temperature to impact perceptual and neural responses to sweet stimuli is at least partly tied to thermal sensitivity by gustatory receptor mechanisms for these inputs. Talavera and colleagues (133) used patch-clamp electrophysiology applied to an expression system to discover that the TRPM5 ion channel, which mediates membrane currents during the transduction of sweet stimuli (30, 109, 155) , is strongly sensitive to increasing temperature, with warming from around 15°C to 40°C causing a marked increase in TRPM5 open probability and current flow. This work also used in vivo electrophysiological recordings to show that mice genetically deficient for TRPM5 show suppressed CT nerve responses to oral presence of sugars, such as sucrose and glucose, and artificial sweeteners, including saccharin and SC45647, where remaining residual nerve activity to these stimuli gave no increase or change in magnitude with warming from 15°C to 35°C; such warming increased nerve activity to these inputs in wild-type mice (133) . These data identified the warmthsensitive TRPM5 ion channel as a molecular contributor to thermal influence on sweet taste and suggest there is a peripheral contribution to warmth-induced effects on sweetness perception. This postulate is also supported by the human phenomenon of "thermal taste," where in the absence of taste stimulation, delivery of warmth to the tongue tip, poised to activate TRPM5 in sweet taste cells that may communicate with the CT nerve, can cause perceptions of sweetness in some subjects (29) .
Nevertheless, it is debatable whether temperature sensitivity by TRPM5 is sufficient to account for sweet thermogustation. Initial studies on the involvement of TRPM5 with taste suggested this channel was critical for the transduction of diverse types of sweet tastants, including carbohydrates and artificial sweeteners (30, 133, 155) , predicting TRPM5-mediated temperature effects should generalize across sweet stimuli. Yet as above, psychophysical investigations have found nonuniform effects of temperature on gustatory perceptual responses and adaptation among sugars and synthetic sweet tastants (56) . What is more, some reports have revealed that mice genetically deficient for TRPM5 show residual CT nerve responses to lingual presence of glucose that significantly increase with warming from 15°C to 35°C (104), suggesting TRPM5 is not wholly necessary to induce warmth facilitation of responses to select sweet inputs. It is curious how temperature might influence TRPM5-independent components of the sweet taste signaling process (56) . One possibility is that temperature may affect the receptor proteins that initiate sweet taste transduction (55, 144) and differentially impact ligand-receptor binding across sweet stimuli, although this remains to be experimentally studied.
Effects of Temperature on Other Taste Qualities
There are comparably fewer data on the effects of temperature on the taste qualities of bitter, sour, and umami. In fact, the first paper to study thermal influence on umami taste perception in humans was published in 2016. In this work, the perceived umami intensity of monopotassium glutamate increased with warming between 10°C and 37°C, albeit temperature change affected only the perceived saltiness, not umami, of the better known amino acid taste stimulus monosodium glutamate (MSG) delivered to the whole mouth (51) . Although these effects appear differential, the latter agrees with neural and behavioral data showing that the gustatory signal for MSG, tested alone, is dominated by its sodium component (e.g., 75, 92, 147) . MSG has been discussed to induce an umami sensation when mixed with flavor-enhancing nucleotides (e.g., 32, 92, 146) . Considering this finding, electrophysiological data from mouse NTS neurons have revealed gustatory activity to MSG mixed with disodium inosinate (IMP) decorrelates with sodium and is substantially inhibited and facilitated by, respectively, cooling and warming of taste solutions (144) . Moreover, warming from 22°C to 30°C causes superadditive enhancement of NTS unit activation to MSG-IMP mixtures, similar to the superadditive effect of warming on central gustatory activity to sucrose (144; Fig. 5 ). Thus neural messages concerning umami taste can, under certain conditions, show a marked susceptibility to increase in magnitude with warming.
Concerning mechanism, it seems probable that warmth facilitation of umami taste is at least partly contributed by the actions of temperature on current flow through the warmthsensitive TRPM5 ion channel, a molecular component of the gustatory transduction cascade for amino acids (30, 155) . In accord with a peripheral locus of effect, electrophysiological studies have revealed that, over a broad range of cool and warm temperatures, innocuous warming to~30°to 35°C causes maximal responding by the CT nerve to oral presence of MSG-nucleotide mixtures and also MSG with its sodium component pharmacologically suppressed (78, 93) . Comparable electrophysiological data from genetically TRPM5-deficient mice have reported that the CT nerve in these mutants displays gustatory responses to MSG that are insensitive to temperature (133) . However, this work also reported that temperature did not influence nerve firing to MSG in wild-type mice. One consideration for this lack of thermal effect is that responses were based on only MSG alone; a mostly salty stimulus from the perspective of gustatory coding (75) . It is curious if neural thermotaste responses to MSG-nucleotide mixtures would differ between TRPM5-deficient and control animals. Additional direct data on thermogustatory receptor mechanisms for umami stimuli await collection.
The available perceptual and neural data on sour thermogustation show variable results. Considering human work, Moskowitz (90) reported that 5°C steps in temperature between 25°C and 50°C could significantly impact the slope of the gustatory psychophysical function for citric acid, albeit these changes in slope were not systematic and statistical significance was lost if data from the 50°C condition were omitted. Other human psychophysical work revealed oral cooling had no effect on the psychophysical function relating stimulus concentration to the perceived intensity of citric acid (54) . Moreover, electrophysiological studies on the rodent CT nerve have reported that responses to lingual presence of HCl, and other acids in some cases, are modulated (149), only weakly modulated (78), or unaffected (1) by change in temperature between cool (10°C to 23°C) and warm (~40°C to 45°C) values. This discrepancy could be related to the whole nerve preparation where the summed activity of many random fibers is sampled at once, which may facilitate or mask effects depending on the recorded fiber types. Along this line, singleneuron recordings from the rat geniculate ganglion (16) and also mouse NTS (144) have identified subpopulations of tasteactive cells where innocuous warming could significantly increase neuronal firing to acidic taste stimuli. More work is needed to draw a consensus on how temperature impacts the processing of sour stimuli across species.
Temperature appears to induce stimulus-dependent effects on bitter taste. For instance, select oral cooling and warming conditions in humans can, respectively, suppress and enhance the perceived bitterness of the alkaloids caffeine (54) and quinine (52) . However, perceptual gustatory adaptation to quinine increases with warming from 21°C to 37°C, whereas caffeine adaptation is unaffected by temperature change (52); this same study also reported that adaptation to the bitters denatonium benzoate and naringin was insensitive to temperature, further showing quinine can demonstrate unique sensitivity to temperature among select bitter tastants. Moreover, temperature effects on quinine gustation are, as with sodium and sweet taste, evidenced to involve interplay with stimulus concentration. Concentration-detection thresholds for oral quinine are reportedly lowest at moderately cool temperatures but rise with warming or extreme cooling (86) .
Mechanisms supporting quinine thermogustation remain unclear. Electrophysiological studies have found that innocuous warming can facilitate CT nerve and unit responses to oral presence of quinine in rats (16, 149) and gradually increase CT nerve activity to quinine in mice (78) . Taste-active NTS neurons in mice do show facilitated spiking to oral quinine with warming from 22°C to 35°C. However, the magnitude of this warmth-enhanced firing is substantially less than observed for sweet (cf., Fig. 6A ) or umami stimuli and, unlike sweet and umami, does not follow a superadditive pattern on average across cells (144) . The warmth-sensitive ion channel TRPM5 is implicated to participate in the gustatory transduction of bitters in addition to its role in sweet and umami taste (30, 109, 155) and, thus, seems probable to contribute to thermal effects on bitter taste processing. However, the differential effect of temperature on the growth of neuronal activity to TRPM5-dependent bitter and appetitive taste stimuli (144) and the observation that temperature causes nonuniform perceptual effects across bitter ligands (52) further question the sufficiency of TRPM5 to fully account for GPCR thermogustation.
Nevertheless, TRP ion channels appear to underlie thermogustatory activity to select bitter stimuli in invertebrates. A gustatory electrophysiological study in Manduca hornworms revealed neural responses to salts, sugars, and caffeine were insensitive to temperature change, although neural impulse discharge to aristolochic acid, which tastes bitter to humans (45) , was suppressed by cooling and enhanced by warming relative to 22°C (3). This modulatory effect of temperature was completely blocked by application of a selective antagonist of the ion channel TRP ankyrin 1 (TRPA1), which appears to function in part as a thermotaste receptor for aristolochic acid in Manduca (3). Implicated for roles in somatosensory and pain processing (7, 66 ), TRPA1 appears to not contribute to mammalian gustatory transduction; oral presence of a partial agonist of TRPA1 does not stimulate taste-active nerves in mice (105) . Given the unique feeding niches of mice and Manduca, this species difference may reflect a role for ecological variables in the emergence of mechanisms supporting thermal sensitivity to taste, albeit this is not fully understood (3). A: example raw electrophysiological sweeps depicting spiking activity by an individual taste-active neuron in the mouse nucleus tractus solitarius (NTS) to oral delivery of sucrose ("sweet"), NaCl ("salty"), HCl ("sour"), quinine ("bitter), and water at 18°C (left) and 30°C (right). The H metric, which quantitatively gauges the breadth of tuning of individual neurons to gustatory stimuli (123) , is given at the top of the column for each temperature condition. For four taste stimuli as shown here, an H that that approaches 0 indicates narrow responsiveness by a neuron to only one taste stimulus, a value around 0.5 can reflect robust firing to two stimuli, and a value approaching 1 can reflect responding by a cell across all four tastants (e.g., 128, 144) . This unit fired spikes to only NaCl and HCl when stimuli were tested at 18°C. The cell showed increased breath of tuning and responded to all tastants when stimuli were warmed to 30°C. Note that for this cell, spike firing to warmed sucrose and quinine is greater than elicited by warming alone, which is represented by the sweep for 30°C water. Neuron from Wilson and Lemon (144) . 
Other Questions and Issues
Although progress has been made, it is obvious from discussions above there remain many gaps in our understanding of thermogustatory effects. In addition to the relatively reduced amount of thermal data available for some taste qualities, basic questions about thermogustatory processing remain open, particularly concerning mechanism. Moreover, the ability of temperature to modify gustatory processing in nerves and neurons may have important implications for understanding the organization of taste circuits. Brief discussions of these and other issues follow.
Elucidating receptors and potential trigeminal involvement with thermogustation. From the perspective of establishing its cause, clear delineation of the mechanisms underlying thermogustation is still lacking. Establishing mechanism will provide important clues to thermogustatory function: does this process originate from temperature modulation of taste pathways or also involve interactions between taste and oral somatosensory processes? Considering the former, probably the most discussed thermoreceptor mechanism associated with gustation is the warmth-sensitive TRPM5 ion channel involved with umami, sweet, and bitter taste transduction. However, the unbalanced effect of temperature on neural and perceptual responses across and among sweet and bitter inputs (52, 56, 144) suggests there may be multiple receptor components or effectors that mediate thermogustatory activity for these qualia. As discussed above and elsewhere (56, 77, 144) , explanations based solely on TRPM5 partly strain to account for all thermogustatory effects observed for GPCR-transduced tastants. Moreover, although biophysical work indicates ENaCs, involved with salt taste reception, are imbued with temperature sensitivity (5, 25, 26) , most prior investigations of salt taste transduction and processing involving this channel have not studied thermotaste effects.
Beyond receptors, there appears to be strong potential for thermogustatory interactions to involve interplay between gustatory-active and trigeminal-somatosensory neurons, with the latter carrying the major signals about oral temperature (72) . Interaction between the trigeminal and gustatory systems is evidenced to possibly arise at multiple levels of the neuraxis, beginning at the periphery. Stimulation of the trigeminal nerve can modulate taste transmission in CT fibers possibly through axon reflex release of neuromodulators (142) . Lingual application of capsaicin, an agonist of the nocisensor TRPV1 expressed by trigeminal fibers, can modulate taste processing in rat NTS neurons via a peripheral mechanism (120) . Furthermore, capsaicin-sensitive trigeminal fibers are implicated to innervate taste papillae and influence the ontogeny of taste buds (106) , reflective of a form of crossmodal developmental interaction between somatosensory and gustatory pathways. Finally, several lines of work have shown that trigeminal afferents and brain structures are anatomically and physiologically linked to central nuclei for taste, such as the NTS (12, 13, 15, 27, 28, 38, 58, 85, 143, 154) . Nevertheless, there are no published studies on how direct manipulation of trigeminal circuits could modify oral thermal activity or combined tastetemperature processing in gustatory-active neurons. If present, trigeminal contributions to oral responding in thermogustatory cells could suggest involvement of these neurons with true multisensory function, integrating gustatory and flavor-related somatosensory signals conveyed by separate cranial nerves.
Temperature: a latent variable in studies of gustatory coding. When compared with gustatory intensity or sensitivity, there is only a dearth of data on how temperature may influence the processing of taste quality. Thermal stimulation of the human tongue in the absence of taste can, depending on temperature and locale, induce select gustatory perceptions through the thermal taste effect (29), as above. But does temperature modulate and guide how the nervous system represents information involved with the recognition and discrimination of different taste qualities? Newer data speak to a potential role for temperature in understanding the neural code for gustatory quality-a longstanding topic in sensory neuroscience that still awaits resolution.
Multiple theories have been proposed to account for taste coding, with the most popular involving spatial neural transmission. Although there are different, argued to be opposing, variants (e.g., 70, 74) , models of spatial coding in taste all posit that, through some format, a change in gustatory quality is signaled by a substitutive change in the neurons that markedly fire to taste input. Considering this, a recent neurophysiological study carried out in the mouse NTS demonstrated that the breadth of taste qualities that gustatory-sensitive cells will fire to can depend on temperature (144) . Under stimulus cooling, neurons recorded in this work predominantly responded to, on average, electrolyte taste stimuli, such as moderate concentrations of salts and acids. Yet when taste stimuli were warmed, some of these same cells could increase their firing to electrolytes and also begin to show notable coresponsiveness to stimuli of other taste qualities, such as sweet and bitter (e.g., Fig. 6A ). When indexed using a standard quantitative metric, the breadth of tuning of NTS gustatory neurons was found to significantly and substantially increase with warming steps (144; Fig. 6B ). Furthermore, additional work has shown that temperature can determine, in some cases, how many neurons will fire to gustatory stimulation, with stimulus warming increasing the number mouse NTS neurons that significantly respond to perithreshold and low concentrations of sucrose (145) . Altogether, these data reveal that stimulus cooling and warming may have critical influence on spatial neural representations for particular tastes through recruiting and releasing neuronal signals to and from gustatory response patterns. Control of temperature, alongside concentration, would seem critical for interpretation of neural activity with respect to models of spatial gustatory processing.
Nevertheless, the available electrophysiological and imaging data specifically focused on gustatory quality coding and discrimination are largely based on temperature-uncontrolled stimuli. The norm in such works, as so in prior papers I coauthored, was to test only "room temperature" taste solutions, with no real standardization of this temperature across studies. If one assumes that room temperature in a laboratory is 22°C (72°F), functional studies conducted with stimuli isothermal to laboratory air temperature would index responses to taste stimuli at a relatively cool value that can cause, for instance, suppression of gustatory nerve and NTS unit firing to the sweet prototype sucrose (16, 104, 133, 144, 145; see taste stimuli (144, 145) . This may distort measurement of spatial neural activity presumably associated with the representation of gustatory quality.
However, it remains unclear how temperature-induced shifts in tuning breadth or activated neurons would impact neural messages for taste quality. Although these shifts could indeed broaden or narrow spatial response patterns to tastes across a cellular population, such change could simply relate to modulation of gustatory signal strength as opposed to quality. Distinguishing these possibilities would rely in part on determining the functions served by different classes of neurons and the networks into which they are embedded. Yet related to taste quality, there has been some discussion in perceptual works on how temperature may influence the time course over which taste profiles evolve (53) . There also exist neurophysiological data that show particular temperature conditions can markedly affect the speed of onset of gustatory neural activity to select stimuli, such as sucrose (77, 145) . Temperature-imbued change in taste response latency may influence the effect of time on the qualitative recognition of taste cues (49) and could also affect the timing of interactions between signals for multiple taste and flavor qualities bound in a stimulus mixture (53, 145) .
Exploring thermogustatory behavior in rodents. On relating neuronal effects to perception, there is a notable gap in our knowledge of how temperature influences gustatory detection and ingestive behaviors in rodents, which have been important models for functional studies on thermogustation. There exists a sparse body of papers on the effects of solution temperature on saline/water intake (46 -48, 68) and orosensory conditioning (125) , but studies with a focus on temperature effects on gustatory-guided intake behavior in rodents are almost nonexistent. One notable investigation used a custom Peltier-based system for thermal control of taste solutions to reveal effects of solution temperature on rodent preference behavior toward carbohydrates that were conditioned on thirst. In this work, Torregrossa et al. (134) showed water-restricted rats preferred cold (10°C) water over multiple concentrations of sucrose tested at 30°C or 40°C, albeit preference behavior displayed by these animals shifted toward sucrose upon reinstatement of normal water availability. Furthermore, brief-access orosensory preference tests revealed chilling sucrose to 10°C suppressed intake compared with 20°C sucrose (134) , which suggests cooling reduces the palatability of sweet stimuli to rodents. This finding agrees with neurophysiological data indicating cooling can suppress sweet taste transmission in gustatory-sensitive neurons (e.g., 16, 145, 149) . However, Torregrossa and colleagues identified that warming to 40°C could, in some cases, also suppress rat orosensory preference toward sucrose (134) , whereas some neurophysiological data show the rat CT nerve gives enhanced firing to sucrose at 40°C compared with cold temperatures (16) . To further explore how temperature operates on sensory processes associated with ingestion in rodents it may prove fruitful to monitor and perturb the actions of thermogustatory neurons in awake animals actively sampling thermally varied taste substances.
Synopsis
Knowledge gaps notwithstanding, there are certain trends that can be gleaned from the available data on the influence of temperature on taste. For one, several studies discussed above suggest thermogustatory effects, when observed, show stimulus dependence. A given thermal shift can differently influence neural activity to taste stimuli of different qualities, such as the ability of cooling to facilitate and suppress nerve activity to low concentrations of, respectively, sodium and acidic stimuli (e.g., 149; Fig. 2 ). Furthermore, warmth can cause superadditive increases in neural firing to appetitive umami and sweet stimuli, albeit this effect is generally not observed with avoided bitters (144) . Finally, multiple studies have identified that temperature effects can vary among stimuli considered to compose a singular taste quality class (1, 52, 56, 104) , as exemplified by the differential effects of temperature on perceived sweetness intensity ratings and adaptation for different "sweet" ligands (56) . These data were discussed as potential evidence that multiple mechanisms support thermal modulation of sweet taste, as above, or sweet taste transduction (56) . Although both are possible, the latter postulate agrees with other results suggesting multiple effectors could mediate sweet taste (e.g., 104, 116, 151) and highlights a utility of temperature for exploring this issue (see 55, 104) .
Several neural and perceptual studies have demonstrated that temperature effects on taste importantly depend on stimulus concentration, with some data showing temperature exerts systematically greater influence on responses to low or weakly concentrated taste solutions as opposed to high (e.g., 145, 148). Thus, temperature appears to operate as a partial parameter of taste response magnitude. This postulate is also supported by the observation that focal thermal stimulation of the tongue can, by itself, induce perceptions of select taste qualities in some human subjects (29) , suggesting there exist temperaturesensitive gustatory neurons that largely generate signals about taste (29, 72) with temperature capable of modulating their gustatory information output.
Some functional and psychophysical data suggest thermal influence on taste may also involve effects contributed by mouth temperature (53, 54, 77) . This phenomenon may have relevance to applied scenarios, as oral mucosa temperature may vary during eating partly as a function of heat exchange between intraoral surfaces and warmed or chilled foods and drinks. In this context, sipping cooled or heated water can rapidly change the temperature inside the human mouth, measured on the inner molar surface, by several degrees Celsius (107) . It is also possible that oral behaviors associated with feeding may modulate oral temperature. Green (50) showed the temperature of the human tongue surface is reduced when the mouth is closed for 30 s compared with 60 s, which suggests mouth openings as arising during eating or accompanying conversation facilitate evaporative heat loss by oral epithelia. Variation in oral temperature during eating may conceivably contribute to a temporally dynamic relationship between the temperature of oral skin surface and taste substance that could, in some cases, impact the generation of gustatory signals.
Conclusion
Neural and perceptual responses to select taste stimuli can display substantial and impressive changes with shifts in temperature. Nonetheless, major gaps in our knowledge remain concerning the mechanisms, neural basis, and consequences of thermogustation. Because temperature is an inherent component of gustatory experience, resolving open questions con-cerning the thermoreceptors, circuits, and operational principles underlying thermogustatory activity may prove critical for ultimately unravelling the organization of gustatory pathways and their roles in multisensory processing relevant to flavor perception. From a functional perspective, it remains unclear as to why some elements of taste perception appeared to evolve susceptibility to change with the oral thermal environment. Was this evolution purposeful with, to use a speculative postulate, the heighted sensitivity of umami sensations to warming possibly associated with detection by carnivores of proteinaceous tastes of freshly-killed meat in warm-blooded prey. Or, is gustatory thermal sensitivity partly accidental and due to conservation and reuse by the nervous system of effectors with apparent multipurpose function, as exemplified by gustatory transduction cascades that partly make use of temperaturesensitive ion channels. Whatever the catalyst, temperature appears to play important roles in the processing and perception of particular taste sensations. Exploration of thermogustation has old roots but is also relatively nascent.
